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Purpose: To develop deep learning model (Deep-KOA) that can predict the risk of knee 
osteoarthritis (KOA) within the next year by using the previous three years nonimage-based 
electronic medical record (EMR) data.
Patients and Methods: We randomly selected information of two million patients from the 
Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) from January 1, 1999 to 
December 31, 2013. During the study period, 132,594 patients were diagnosed with KOA, 
while 1,068,464 patients without KOA were chosen randomly as control. We constructed a 
feature matrix by using the three-year history of sequential diagnoses, drug prescriptions, 
age, and sex. Deep learning methods of convolutional neural network (CNN) and artificial 
neural network (ANN) were used together to develop a risk prediction model. We used the 
area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC), sensitivity, specificity, and preci-
sion to evaluate the performance of Deep-KOA. Then, we explored the important features 
using stepwise feature selection.
Results: This study included 132,594 KOA patients, 83,111 females (62.68%), 49,483 males 
(37.32%), mean age 64.2 years, and 1,068,464 non-KOA patients, 545,902 females 
(51.09%), 522,562 males (48.91%), mean age 51.00 years. The Deep-KOA achieved an 
overall AUROC, sensitivity, specificity, and precision of 0.97, 0.89, 0.93, and 0.80 respec-
tively. The discriminative analysis of Deep-KOA showed important features from several 
diseases such as disorders of the eye and adnexa, acute respiratory infection, other metabolic 
and immunity disorders, and diseases of the musculoskeletal and connective tissue. Age and 
sex were not found as the most discriminative features, with AUROC of 0.9593 (−0.76% 
loss) and 0.9644 (−0.25% loss) respectively. Whereas medications including antacid, cough 
suppressant, and expectorants were identified as discriminative features.
Conclusion: Deep-KOA was developed to predict the risk of KOA within one year earlier, 
which may provide clues for clinical decision support systems to target patients with high 
risk of KOA to get precision prevention program.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, clinical decision support system, medical informatics 
application, precision medicine

Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (KOA), is a degenerative disorder which is characterized by 
pathologic alterations in the osteochondral unit, composed of cartilage (hyaline and 
calcified), meniscus (fibrocartilage), and subchondral bone.1 It is responsible for 
around 85% of the burden of osteoarthritis.2 In the Taiwanese population, the 
prevalence of KOA among the elderly population is approximately 37% in 
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individuals over 50 years old.3 Whereas in the US, KOA 
has been manifested in 12% of adults 65 years old, and in 
13% of females and 10% of males 60 years old or older.4–6

Among etiologies, age is one of the prominent risk 
factors for KOA,7 which may be associated with cumula-
tive exposure to many other risk factors leading to struc-
tural deteriorations in the joints. The other indicative 
pathological factors of KOA include female gender, obe-
sity, and injury.8 Previous studies reported that activities 
involving frequent kneeling, heavy lifting, and high- 
impact sports are associated with KOA.9,10 In addition, 
genetic factors may also contribute the risk of KOA for 
about 40–80%, which is higher than hand and hip osteoar-
thritis. Even long-term use of administration of the drug 
oral N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is associated with a higher 
risk of KOA.11 However, predicting the risk of KOA is 
still a challenge, which might be achieved through 
employing artificial intelligence (AI).

In recent years, machine/deep learning and big medical 
data have been shown to possess immense potential to 
offer personalized healthcare by risk prediction to increase 
prevention efficacy and cost effectiveness.12–16 Machine/ 
deep learning is an extension of classic statistical metho-
dology that manages high-dimensional data such as 
images and large-scale electronic medical records 
(EMRs). The convolutional neural network (CNN), a 
type of deep learning method, can analyze general and 
highly variable tasks represented in imaging data. A very 
commonly employed deep learning architecture, ie CNN 
can conduct key computational tasks, like object recogni-
tion, image segmentation, and image classification.17 CNN 
is comprised of building blocks like filters, which can 
extract the relevant characteristics from the sequential 
input data via convolution operation. Furthermore, CNN 
could capture spatial characteristics of an image and accu-
rately identify the object and its location with respect to 
other objects in the image. The other artificial neural net-
work (ANN) deep learning method is composed on three 
layers including input, hidden, and output. ANNs are 
highly interconnected computer processors (neurons), 
which can perform parallel computations during data pro-
cessing and knowledge representation.18 ANNs enable 
learning of modeling of complex nonlinear relationships 
between input and output.

Notably, most of the previous related studies have used 
only image-based, not the cohort of EMR, time series, or 
temporal approach data to predict the risk of KOA.19 

Instead of using images to train deep learning for KOA 

risk prediction, deep learning has been used on chronic 
illnesses such as cardiovascular disease and cancer based 
on nonimage EMRs.12,13,15,20,21 In this study, we 
attempted to capture the EMR such as time points of 
clinical visits, diagnoses, and specific medications of all 
genders and ages. Eventually, based on our previously 
employed synergistic CNN and ANN deep learning 
approaches,22 with increasing accuracy, we established a 
KOA prediction model by using nonimage and multidi-
mensional electronic medical records, ie deep learning 
model for KOA prediction (Deep-KOA). This model is 
useful for physicians to classify the patients who need 
costly KOA image and biomechanical screening. To our 
knowledge, our novel deep learning model (Deep-KOA) 
using EMR of three years would help in predicting the risk 
of KOA in the forthcoming year.

Patients and Methods
Dataset
We collected data from one of the largest administrative 
health care databases in the world, Taiwan’s National 
Health Insurance Research and Development (NHIRD), 
which stores all claims of diagnoses, medications, and 
procedures from around 99.9% of Taiwan inhabitants.23 

The NHIRD contains claims data for insurance reimburse-
ment, demographic characteristics, International 
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical 
Modification (ICD-9-CM) for diagnoses and procedure 
codes, and medication prescriptions using the World 
Health Organization Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical 
(WHO-ATC) codes. We analyzed two million data sam-
ples from January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2013. This 
study was approved by the Taipei Medical University 
Institutional Review Board, in which the patient’s 
informed consent was not required because all information 
was anonymized and deidentified.

Study Population and Definitions
We identified the Taiwan population dataset, aged 25 years 
or more who had information of age, sex, and at least three 
years of records, had one or more admission claim during 
1999–2013, and excluded patients with code of bed con-
finement status (ICD-9-CM code: V49.84) or accepted 
treatment for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) (ICD-9- 
CM code: 844.2) or total knee replacement/total knee 
arthroplasty (TKA) (ICD-9-CM: V43.65) before the 
index date. For the KOA group, index date is the first 
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date of diagnosed KOA. The KOA group was validated by 
ICD-9-CM codes, KOA localized (715.16, 715.26, or 
715.36), or KOA unspecified (715.96). For the control 
group, index date is the last day available in database. 
We used patients’ EMR for the past three years to predict 
the risk of KOA incident one year later.

Prediction Model Construction
For each patient, we used the maximum age, gender, ICD- 
9-CM as diagnostic code, WHO-ATC code as medication 
code, and the total number of clinical visits found during 
the three-year observation window to create the feature. 
We also used 1098 ICD-9-CM codes consisting of 17 
organ systems (001–999) and additional V-code (supple-
mentary classification of factors influencing health status 
and contact with health services). In this study, the first 
three digits of the ICD-9-CM code were used. There were 
1029 diagnostic categories found in the cohort data. For 
the WHO-ATC code, we used the first five characters (eg, 
A01AA) to cover most medications in the same category, 
there were 830 medication categories included and 695 
medication categories were prescribed in the cohort data.

A model architecture that encompasses CNN and ANN 
is proposed. This architecture is made up of the first steps, 
which are data preprocessing. After that, the information is 
fed into the neural network. In order to make the optimal 
judgement, the distinct classification algorithms of CNN 
and ANN are merged (Figure 1). CNN is a type of deep 
learning approach that has grown popular in computer 
vision and health care, which is made up of many layers, 
such as convolution layers, pooling layers, and fully con-
nected layers. It uses a backpropagation algorithm to learn 
spatial hierarchies of information automatically and 
adaptively.24 ANN is used as an extension of linear regres-
sion to capture complicated nonlinear connections between 
input variables and outcomes. Multiple hidden layers with 
combination of prespecified functionals are used to show 
the relationships between output and input variables. The 
objective is to minimize the error between outcome and 
expectations.25

We considered the prediction of the KOA risk label as 
a binary classification problem and built a supervised CNN 
and ANN learning model to finish it. Each patients’ EMR 
input was changed to an image-like matrix. We also 
included the time dimension information.20 The vertical 

Figure 1 Electronic Medical Record (EMR) matrix and network architecture of Deep-KOA. The vertical axis of the input matrix consists of diagnostic and medication codes. 
The diagnostic features occupy 1029 blocks out of all 1098 International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes, and the 
medication features occupy 695 blocks out of all 830 World Health Organization-Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (WHO-ATC) codes. The horizontal axis consists of 157 
weeks (three years), and each cell is filled with visiting history of the patient. For each diagnosis code per week, the value is divided by seven (one week consist of seven 
days), and for each medication per week, the value is divided by 28 (assuming: one medication maximum prescribed as 4×7 days in a week). The EMR matrix data are fed to 
the convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture with leaky rectified linear unit (ReLU), and the static data (maximum age and sex of the patient) are fed to the artificial 
neural network (ANN) architecture.
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axis of input matrix consists of codes of diagnoses and 
medications. The horizontal axis consists of 157 weeks 
(three years), each cell consists of visiting history of the 
patient, each visit consists of a diagnosis code per week 
divided by seven (one week consists of seven days), and 
each visit consists of a medication code per week divided 
by 28 (assuming one medication maximum prescribed as 
4×7 days in a week). The EMR matrix data input to net-
work architecture using CNN consists of steps from con-
volution, average pooling, max pooling, leaky rectified 
linear unit (ReLU), and flatten. The maximum age and 
sex data of the patient input are fed to the ANN architec-
ture, and finally combined to get the final score of classi-
fication. All patients’ data were split into 85% for training 
and 15% for testing, and later in the training set were split 
into 70% for training and 30% for internal validation.

Evaluation
We used the area under the receiver operating character-
istic (AUROC), sensitivity, specificity, and precision to 
evaluate performance of the model. Optimal cutoff risk 
score threshold is the best threshold identified by both 
maximum sensitivity and specificity. Besides, losing 
AUROC with gradual selection is also carried out to 
investigate the importance and to determine the model 

factor using stepwise feature selection. The method men-
tioned above is implemented in the TensorFlow applica-
tion program using Python programming language version 
2.4.0 and 3.8.6 respectively.

Results
The mean ±standard deviation (SD) age in the KOA group 
was 64.20±12.49 years, with 83,111 females (62.68%) and 
49,483 males (37.32%) (Table 1). For the nonKOA control 
group, the mean ±SD age was 51.00±15.79 years, with 
545,902 females (51.09%) and 522,562 males (48.91%). 
The average numbers of annual clinical visits were 38.50 
and 21.90 visits in KOA group and nonKOA control group 
per patient per year. The average numbers of annual diag-
noses (ICD-9-CM code) were 34.60 and 21.90 diagnoses 
in KOA group and nonKOA control group, respectively 
per patient per year. The observed average numbers of 
annual medications (WHO-ATC code) were 62.11 and 
30.54 medications per patient per year in the KOA and 
control groups, respectively. We found 694.81 and 298 
medications per patient per year in the KOA group and 
control group, respectively if the numbers of medications 
were multiplied by prescription days per patient per year. 
Similarly, there were 1.90 and 0.82 medications per patient 
per day in the KOA group and control group, respectively.

Table 1 Demographics of Sampled Dataset

Characteristics KOA Group (n=132,594) Control Group (n=1,068,464)

Race/Ethnicity All Asian All Asian

Age, year
Mean (±SD) 64.20 (±12.49) 51.00 (±15.79)

Minimum 25 25

Median 65 50
Maximum 105 113

Sex, n (%)
Females 83,111 (62.68) 545,902 (51.09)

Males 49,483 (37.32) 522,562 (48.91)

Total diagnosis counts, n 13,743,356 70,289,839

Average annual accumulation per patient, n/ 
patient/year

Clinical visit counts 38.50 21.90

Diagnosis (ICD-9-CM) counts 34.60 21.90
Medication (WHO-ATC) counts 62.11 30.54

Medication (WHO-ATC) multiplied by 

prescription days counts

694.81 298.61

Abbreviations: KOA, knee osteoarthritis; SD, standard deviation; ICD-9-CM, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; WHO-ATC, 
World Health Organization, Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical.
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Based on the learning curve of the Deep-KOA model 
using diagnoses and medication features (Figure 2), the 
loss and accuracy curve of training and validation vs 
epoch, the validation and training loss curve shows that 
the Deep-KOA model has been found less prone to over-
fitting. Both the plot of training loss (green line) and 
validation loss (red line) diminished to a point of stability 
with a small gap between them. The training and valida-
tion dataset were representative, shown by the small gap 
between the plot of training loss and plot of validation loss 
along with the plot of training accuracy (blue line) and plot 
of validation accuracy (orange line) that increase to a point 
of stability and have small gaps between them.

The Deep-KOA model with only diagnoses (ICD-9- 
CM code) input features reached an AUROC 0.94 at 
best threshold of 0.34 (Table 2). Whereas the Deep- 
KOA with only medication (WHO-ATC code) input 

features revealed an AUROC 0.79 at best threshold of 
0.05. While applying both ICD-9-CM diagnostic and 
WHO-ATC medications as input features, the Deep- 
KOA showed an AUROC, sensitivity (recall), specifi-
city, and precision (positive predictive value) of 0.97, 
0.89, 0.93, and 0.80, respectively at best threshold of 
0.15 (Figure 3A). The best balance we got between true 
positive rate and false positive rate, based on the final 
risk probability score was between zero (nonKOA) and 
one (KOA). We optimized the Deep-KOA model 
(Figure 3B) through the TensorFlow optimization toolkit 
by removing some connections between nodes inside 
layers. After optimization, the model size was signifi-
cantly decreased by up to 33% (147 MB) when com-
pared to its original size (442 MB). AUROC between 
original and optimized models was found to be nearly 
the same (AUROC=0.97).

Figure 2 Learning curve of Deep-KOA model using diagnosis and medication features. Based on loss and accuracy curve of training and validation vs epoch (iteration), the 
validation and training loss curve shown that the Deep-KOA model has less overfitting, plot of training loss (green line) decreases to point of stability and plot of validation 
loss (red line) decreases to point of stability and has small gap with the training loss. The training and validation dataset were representative, it is shown by small gap between 
plot of training loss and plot of validation loss along with plot of training accuracy (blue line) and plot of validation accuracy (orange line) also increase to point of stability and 
has small gap between them.

Table 2 Performance of Deep-KOA with Different Input Features

Input Features AUROC Sensitivity Specificity Precision

Diagnoses only 0.94 0.83 0.91 0.76

Medications only 0.79 0.65 0.83 0.63
Diagnoses and medications 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.80

Abbreviations: Deep-KOA, deep learning model for knee osteoarthritis prediction; AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
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The features presented in Table 3 were identified 
through eliminating each feature from diagnoses and med-
ications at a group or individual level. The features were 
chosen based on the highest feature frequency in both the 
KOA and nonKOA control groups. As shown in Table 3, 
age and sex were not the most important features in the 
Deep-KOA prediction model, with AUROC of 0.9593 
(−0.76% loss) and 0.9644 (−0.25% loss) respectively. 
High prevalence of diseases associated with eye and 
adnexa, acute respiratory infection, esophagus, stomach, 
duodenum, musculoskeletal, connective tissue, and 
chronic comorbidities (eg, other metabolic disorders, 
immunity, circulatory system, and hypertension-associated 
disorders) served as discriminative features for KOA pre-
diction. Whereas medications such as antacid, cough sup-
pressant, and expectorants were top-ranked discriminative 
features.

To compare the model performance, three patients 
from each of the KOA and nonKOA control groups were 
randomly chosen based on feature similarity, especially the 
number of features during three-years visiting (Table 4), 
which revealed the best threshold calculated at 0.152 in the 
Deep-KOA model, with the highest nonKOA score of 
0.137 and the lowest KOA score of 0.172. These patients 
had the same number of features including diagnoses and 

medications in the nonKOA patients, showing a noticeable 
score difference.

Discussion
Despite the fact that the KOA field is relatively slow to 
adopt use of AI compared to other fields,19 there are cur-
rently many studies focused on developing KOA prediction 
models using AI-based on medical image (magnetic reso-
nance imaging, MRI),26–29 clinical information,30 self- 
reported,31 and biomechanical data.29,31 EMRs are a com-
mon data source used increasingly for clinical risk predic-
tion. However, studies did not fully leverage the breadth of 
EMR data, as they uncommonly used longitudinal informa-
tion and employed relatively few predictor variables.14 

Most previous studies focused on KOA progression 
prediction,19 and our study focused on KOA disease risk 
prediction. This Deep-KOA model can show strong discri-
mination without using image-based information (MRI or 
X-ray), biomechanical data, or self-reported questionnaire. 
This Deep-KOA model using nonimage, nonbiomechanical, 
and longitudinal medical record data achieved AUROC of 
0.97, sensitivity of 0.89, and specificity of 0.93. The 
AUROC of previous studies using longitudinal images 
and biomarker data was 0.92.28 The Deep-KOA model 
only uses diagnostic data and medication data generally 

Figure 3 Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of the Deep-KOA model using diagnosis and medication features, before the optimization (A) 
and after the optimization (B). The best threshold (dot) is 0.15, the best balance between true positive rate and false positive rate. Optimized model obtained from the 
TensorFlow optimization toolkit by removing some connections between nodes inside layers. After optimization, the model size decreased significantly by up to 33% from its 
original size (from 442 MB to 147 MB). In this case, AUROC between original and optimized model are almost the same (AUROC=0.97).
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available in the EMR system. Optimized Deep-KOA 
decreased significantly by up to 33% from its original size 
(442 to 147 MB) while maintaining the high AUROC of 
0.97. This optimized model can be deployed in a web-based 
or even on device mobile application.

Some of the discriminative factors identified in Deep- 
KOA could be consistent with the previous literature. In a 
previous study, age is one of the prominent risk factors for 
KOA.7 But in Deep-KOA, age is one of the discriminative 
factors, but not the prominent one. Similarly, female gen-
der has higher risk.8 But in Deep-KOA, gender is one of 
the discriminative factors and female percentage was 
higher in the KOA dataset. Obesity as one of the metabolic 
disorders and metabolic syndrome is found to be one of 
the important discriminative factors that strengthens the 
findings of previous study.32 Long-term use of NAC is 
associated with a higher risk of KOA.11 In Deep-KOA, 
mucolytics (R05CB) and NAC (R05CB01) are found as 

significant factors. Other predictive parameters include 
high prevalence disease, comorbidities, chronic disease, 
and medications can also be potentially explored as new 
risk factors of KOA or as confounding factors in further 
research.

Based on Table 4, with the best threshold calculated at 
0.152 in the Deep-KOA model, the highest nonKOA score 
is 0.137 and the lowest KOA score is 0.172. If the thresh-
old is at 0.5, it would have one false negative, which is 
still good considering this patient has the same number of 
features (diagnosis and medication) as the nonKOA 
patient, and a noticeable score difference. This indicates 
that the model is able to determine the features’ pattern, 
which will decide if the corresponding patient is KOA or 
nonKOA. All of those KOA patients have much more 
medication prescription days compared to nonKOA, 
though they have the same number of features. 
Interestingly, the Deep-KOA with medication-only model 

Table 3 Important Features in Deep-KOA Model for Prediction of Knee Osteoarthritis (KOA)

Feature AUROC, (% Decrease)a

All features included 0.9669

Age 0.9593 (−0.76)

Sex 0.9644 (−0.25)

Comorbidities (ICD-9-CM code, name):

(360–379) Disorders of the eye and adnexa 0.9501 (−1.68)

(460–466) Acute respiratory infection 0.9569 (−1.00)
(270–279) Other metabolic disorders and immunity disorders 0.9631 (−0.38)

(725–729) Rheumatism, excluding the back 0.9642 (−0.27)

(840–848) Sprains and strains of joints and adjacent muscles 0.9646 (−0.23)
(530–537) Diseases of esophagus, stomach, and duodenum 0.9647 (−0.22)

(710–719) Arthropathies and related disorders 0.9648 (−0.21)

(250) Diabetes mellitus 0.9648 (−0.21)
(451–459) Diseases of veins and lymphatics, and other diseases of circulatory system 0.9652 (−0.17)

(401–405) Hypertensive disease 0.9652 (−0.17)

Medication (WHO-ATC code, name):

(A02AX) Antacids, other combinations 0.9657 (−0.12)

(R05FA) Opium derivatives and expectorants 0.9658 (−0.11)
(A02AA) Magnesium compounds 0.9659 (−0.10)

(C07AB) Beta blocking agents, selective 0.9660 (−0.09)

(H02AB) Glucocorticoids 0.9660 (−0.09)
(B01AC) Platelet aggregation inhibitors exclude heparin 0.9660 (−0.09)

(R05CB) Mucolytics 0.9661 (−0.08)

(C10AA) Statins 0.9661 (−0.08)
(A03FA) Propulsives 0.9661 (−0.08)

(A06AB) Contact laxatives 0.9661 (−0.08)

Note: aThe AUROC decrease of the Deep-KOA when the feature was removed. 
Abbreviations: Deep-KOA, deep learning model for knee osteoarthritis prediction; AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; ICD-9-CM, 
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; WHO-ATC, World Health Organization, Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical.
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has AUROC of 0.79 while the Deep-KOA with diagnosis- 
only model has AUROC of 0.94. But in these cases, the 
number of prescription days or long-term medications 
used has more impact on the final prediction score.

This study has several limitations. The NHIRD did not 
include MRI or other image results, laboratory results, 
body mass index, exposure (eg, occupation), genetic para-
meters, and information on the types, pathologic charac-
teristics, and grading of KOA. Therefore, separate 
predictions of KOA could not be performed. However, 
by using nonimage variables, this model still holds the 
potential to be used in a generali worldwide population. 
Further investigation by adding image variables under the 
same concept will be necessary to enhance the perfor-
mance and detail labelling output (stage of the KOA risk).

Conclusion
Deep-KOA was developed to predict the risk of KOA 
within one year earlier, achieved high sensitivity and spe-
cificity, and provided clues for clinical decision support 
systems to target patients with high risk of KOA to get a 
precision prevention program. Deep-KOA can assist phy-
sicians to classify patients who are at high risk of getting 
KOA in the future based on longitudinal medical records 
before screening using image or biomechanical retrieval.
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